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FROM THE VICE-PRESIDENT
By Adrian Hykaway
certified organic really is because of all the
Well, spring is just around the corner and pollutants in the air and the difficulty of keepa weird thing occurred or, should say, didn’t ing land isolated from chemically aided farmoccur in our newspapers, not in the Edmon- ing next door. I know where we are located it
ton Journal or any of the locals; there was would be very difficult to near impossible to
not a word mentioned if any of the ground meet the requirements of being organic certihogs saw their shadows or not. At least Rita fied. Most of the organic beef offered for sale
and I didn’t read anything about it and she in our area is grain fed when finished and I
says I read every word in the newspapers.
know we have an advantage over these proI hope the weather evens out and we have ducers by not using grain in our Dexters’ diet.
favourable temperature and moderate pre- Dexters marble well and put enough fat on
cipitation as it gets warmer and the days get without grain as long as they have good quallonger. It has been a busy year so far for us ity grass/hay in their diet.
with all the snow to move and no sooner was
You may have already heard about Mike
the snow cleared, there was more and then Parsons and what he wants to do at the Sasit rained and turned to snow. Boy, a lot of katoon Farmer’s Market with grass/hay fed
cars were in the ditch.
Dexter beef. If this
This made it trying
takes off, it will mean
when moving animals
more sales for Dexter
to slaughter or trybreeders, whether it’s
ing to deliver meat to
animals for slaughter
customers.
or breeding stock and
We had the opit will get the word
portunity on Feb. 7
out about Dexters in
to promote our Dexgeneral. There should
ter meat. This was
be more information
sponsored by the Edabout Mike, hopefulmonton chapter of
ly in this newsletter.
the Canadian CulinIf not, we will try to
ary Federation and
get the information to
Support 4-H
Dine Alberta to introyou.
duce local producers
The AGM will be
to chefs in Edmonton and area. So far we held in the Bashaw, Alberta area thanks to
haven’t had any requests for our naturally Mary Ann Stevenson. We are looking for
pasture raised grass/hay with no grain fed members to let their names stand for the posDexter beef, but from the interest expressed, ition of directors on the board. Last AGM I
I think with some follow-up on our part we brought up the item of fees for registration
should be able to make a few sales.
and the time frame of when calves should
The main thing that we experienced and be registered and will be putting forward an
weren’t overly surprised about was that there amendment to make some changes to the fee
are still so many people out there that have structure. I know we all hate increases but
never heard about Dexter cattle. Some of the it is inevitable, as we don’t get much out of
producers were aware of Dexters but didn’t every registration after expenses. The fee
know much about the breed in general, so we should increase from $20 to $30 for males
as owners still have to keep working at get- and females less than 24 months; females
ting the word out about this wonderful breed. would be eligible for the lower fee up to
Even though our Dexters aren’t certified or- 24 months from 12 months. Males and feganic we try to use all the organic methods males over 24 months would be $50 from
and practices in raising them and have been $40. Let’s have feedback on this but we need
complimented on our effort by our existing to generate more revenue for the CDCA or
customers and by the people that attended the CDCA will go under and there won’t
chef meet and greet, especially the young be money to spend on getting the word out
chefs in training from NAIT college in Ed- about Dexters.
monton and young people already working in
restaurants. Some had doubts about how truly

Adrian
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FROM THE DIRECTORS
By Brenda Pollard
It has been a busy time here in Edam.
The past couple of months have seen the
temperatures rising to 8 C and falling to
minus 40 C within days of each other and
the chores never seem to be done when
they should be. We have always said here
that if you don’t like the weather, wait five
minutes, it will change.
Calving is just around the corner for us
with the first baby due to hit the ground as
early as March 7. Hopefully the weather

will warm up and stay that way, but we
usually get cold as soon as we get the calving season underway.
Since the beginning of the New Year we
have had a total of 11 inquiries for the information packages and between June and
November 2010 a total of 17 new owners. We
invite them to join the CDCA.
I am once again asking for breeders
to please send me the reasons why they
chose the Dexter, what they enjoy about
them and how they market their surplus

animals. I would like to include these in
the information packages to be sent out.
I have included a report on my meeting in North Battleford on a marketing opportunity in Saskatchewan and I sincerely
hope that we can count on our members to
pull together.
Here’s hoping that all our members
have a safe, warm and productive calving
season.

By Cathy Heinzelman
Greetings to all. I know we’re all looking forward to spring, with calving, green
grass and seedlings in the garden. We’re
starting to plan the AGM to be held in Alberta this year, so watch for information
about dates, locations, accommodation,
etc.
Please consider allowing your name
to stand for one of the two directors’ positions up this year and let one of the current directors know if you wish to be nominated. We’ll be calling around to talk to
members regarding this.
I would like to commend the folks
that work on our behalf at the Canadian
Livestock Records Corporation. Any time
I have spoken to Betty Foli or Lisa Hutt
they have been extremely patient and

helpful and Mr. Ron Black, our secretarytreasurer, keeps us on track during meetings and we look forward to seeing him at
the AGMs, which he attends.
On our farm, things have been quite
lively; we’ve adopted the two Dexters
from the Stanley Park petting zoo and
they’re finally starting to adjust. I don’t
think they knew they were cows! It’s been
fun to watch them meet new friends and
try to figure out what our dog is. They
don’t have a good winter coat so are
housed in the barn and only come out on
warmer days. It was minus 20 C when they
arrived, so they are getting used to a little
bit of winter.
A reminder that there are promotional
items to purchase. These help to advertise
the breed as well as being a thank-you to

buyers. I am very proud to wear my Dexter T-shirt when attending local agricultural events and the cap looks great on my
husband. Please check out the apron for
the upcoming barbecue season. It’s handydandy and looks sharp. I was thrilled to
have an e-mail requesting items all the
way from Denmark. A reminder that the
order needs to be prepaid and will be sent
out as soon as the funds are here. Hoodies and shirts will be a special order as we
have none in stock currently.
If you have any special items for the
newsletter, please mail them or forward
them to me. Photos especially are appreciated.
Respectfully submitted,

Brenda

Cathy

FROM THE SECRETARY-TREASURER
By Ron Black
Just a reminder to those who have not
yet sent in their 2011 membership fees that
this will be your last issue of the newsletter until you do pay your membership
fee.
The bylaw amendment that requires
all bull calves born in 2011 and after to
be tested free of PHA before they can

be registered received approval from the
Minister of Agriculture and Agri-Food on
Oct. 13, 2010 and is therefore now in effect.
Information on how to do the necessary
testing can be found on the CDCA website, www.dextercattle.ca, by clicking on
the quick link “About Dexter Cattle Genetics” and then on the article about PHA.

Enclosed with this newsletter you
will find the minutes of the recent Board
of Directors meeting and a request form
for the 2010 volume of the CDCA Herd
Book.
I hope you all have a very successful
calving season.

It is now required by the CDCA bylaws
that all Dexters be identified by a Canadian Cattle Identification Program ear tag
as well as by tattoo or metal ear tag.
All new CCIA tags must be the RFID

button tags.
Animals cannot be registered unless
both the CCIA tag number and the tattoo
or metal ear tag are reported on the application for registration.

For full details, please refer to Article
17 of the CDCA bylaws.
– Ron Black,
Canadian Livestock Records
Corporation

Ron

Identification tags are now needed

Rabbits and Dexters
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Just thought I would let the Dexter people know that a very successful dinner-dance-auction fundraiser was held by the Alberta Rabbit Producers Association in Duffield, Alberta on Feb 5. Yes, we served rabbit
and it was delicious. Rabbit is an
all-white meat that suffers from the
“Easter Bunny” or “it is too cute to
eat” syndrome. (Is there anything
cuter than a Dexter calf?) Knowing you’ll never win a fight with a
customer, we offered a known alternative for those not wanting to
try rabbit.
Instead of traditional beef,
I wanted to introduce Dexter
beef to this gastro adventurous crowd. Long time Dexter
member Willy Kadatz came
to my rescue with three gorgeous full-sized Dexter roasts.
Willy’s wife, Dorothy, caters
special events and happened to
have these roasts as someone
had cancelled an event on her.
He also donated a smaller five-pound roast to our silent auction.
Being the true team player he has always been, he gave us a big
discount on the meat to support the 4-Hers in attendance and to
back us up as an association for different meat choices for the
consumer.
How did it turn out? The many cattle farmers in attendance
thought it was superb. One fellow who grows Simmentals asked for

Willy’s phone number. One wife asked her husband why their own
beef wasn’t as tender and it was unanimous that the Dexter beef was a
superior beef. Our acreage owner types were intrigued and I gave out
Adrian’s and Willy’s numbers and
told people to seek out the Canadian Dexter Cattle Association
for sources of cattle and sources
of meat supply. I hope this opportunity pays back the Dexter
owners tenfold.
What a wonderful event to
showcase both products! Rather
than compete for the carnivore,
we sought to edify and satisfy
the individual’s need for healthy
variety and pushed rabbit as a
choice white meat and Dexter as
a choice red meat. Both animals
fit the same eat local, use less to
produce more, locally grown food
paradigm and are produced without antibiotics or extra growth
hormones. We share the same
marketplace for foodies seeking nutritious, delicious alternatives to
the main stream offerings. We now have a rabbit breeder, Fern, owning a Dexter cow.
Thank you to Willy and Dorothy and Adrian and Rita for your
helpful seeding into our association.
– Marion Popkin, president,
Alberta Rabbit Producers Association

Marketing opportunity
By Brenda Pollard
Recently the CDCA directors and some
members were approached about a marketing opportunity for their beef at a booth in the
Community Farmer’s Market in Saskatoon.
I met with Weldon Loewen of Hague,
Saskatchewan on Feb. 23 in North Battleford. The vision presented will promote only
the Dexter breed at their concession/retail
booth. The booth will be marketing valueadded product using Dexter beef, focusing
on the BBQ market. These products include
hamburgers, sausage (farmer’s and garlic),
marinated kabobs (made from the roasts),
pepperoni sticks and traditional jerky (not
the type made from ground meat) and will
be marketed from a concession standpoint to
give the retail customer a taste of what they
will be buying. The retail side of the proposal
includes frozen hamburger patties, hamburg-

er, marinated kabobs, sausage (farmer’s and
garlic) as well as steak.
Although the focus is the Dexter beef,
their booth will also include non-meat related
items such as corn on the cob, watermelon
by the slice, homemade pie by the piece and
drinks (pop, coffee, water, fruit smoothies).
The Community Farmer’s Market is seasonal, running from May 1 to Thanksgiving, therefore animals will be needed from mid-April to
the end of September. It is felt that the market
will use approximately two animals per week
during the season; this will bring the total number
of animals needed to 56 for the summer.
The requirements will be that the breed
standard be followed, raised on grass or
grass-alfalfa mix, no grain, purebred Dexter
and 24 months of age. Cull animals will be
used as well, for the ground beef products.
For those who have been sending their

unmarked animals to the stockyard and taking a kicking, this is the opportunity that will
bring you a better price. At the moment it is
looking like the price will be approximately
$1 per pound live weight delivered to Hague.
Compensation for those who have to travel
more than 300 km to deliver their animals
was also suggested at $0.35/km after 300 km.
This would be the same as meeting half way.
This is a great opportunity for all involved
but we have to pull together as an association
to bring it to reality. Please contact Weldon
at:
Redwing Farms
Box 540
Hague, Saskatchewan
S0K 1X0
Home phone: 306-225-2242
Cell: 306-717-4621 Fax: 306-2108
E-mail: redwing.farms@hotmail.com
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Dexter Dairy Bar
By Liz Dickey
Happy spring, everyone! Well, believe it
or not, it is around the corner and with spring,
many of us are calving, too! Even though our
little guys are virtually problem free, it is always
good to have a well stocked medicine chest ...
the best way to make sure that the unexpected
never happens is by being prepared for it!
So first thing that we do is to make a
list and go through our calving supplies and
make sure nothing has expired and replace
the things we need. Our medicine cabinet
looks like this:
For the cow:
● Intravenous tube and needle (for administering calcium in the case of milk fever)
● Sterile cal/mag/phos injection
● Ketamalt liquid in case of ketosis
● Cow aspirin bolus
● Molasses for her drinking water after

calving
Homeopathic:
● Apis mel for udder edema
● Arnica and aconite for pain and shock
● Belladonna, Byronia and Urtica urins
combo, sulphur, silica and carbo veg combo,
as well as phytolacca in case of mastitis
For the calf:
● Colostrum/milk tube set
● E-sel (we are very selenium deficient in

this part of the country
● Vitamin A and D injection
● Fast track boluses
Homeopathic and Herbal:
● Slippery elm bark (for gastro/scours
problems)
● Arnica and Aconite for pain and shock
For both:
● Rectal digital thermometer (calibrated
working!)
● 16- and 18-gauge needles
● 12 cc syringes
● Blankets, towels, clean cloths
● 10 per cent iodine
Calving Dexters here means that most of
these things are never used, but always good
to have on hand for our peace of mind.
What’s in your cow cabinet??!
Happy calving, everyone, and here’s to
lots of heifers! Keep doin’ that heifer dance!!

Charlotte and Gerard Gushue of Charlotte’s Web Farm made their own scamorza
with her homemade mozzarella. Wow, it
looks great!!
“DH and I decided to try to smoke some
of the excess mozz I made,” Charlotte said.

“We put a tin can with chips in it and a
hole in the bottom with a soldering gun for
ignition in our tin can smoker to hold the
smoke and cheese.
“We did some with mesquite and some
with hickory.”

The smoker:
The smoking times were two hours per
pound of cheese.
Look out, Bradleys, the Gushues have
developed the cold smoker, soldering iron
style.
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Guidelines for Dexters

1. General
The Dexter is a dual purpose animal with both beef and dairy qualities. In judging, both of these qualities are essential.
2. Colour
Whole black, red and dun. All colours are of equal merit. A small
amount of white is allowed but only on the underline, udder area, organs of generation and the tassel of the tail. White forward of the navel
should be strongly discouraged.
3. Head
Broad between the eyes tapering gracefully toward a broad muzzle. Strong jaws with an even bite. Eyes bright and prominent. Nostrils
should be wide and distended. Size of the head in proportion to the
body.
4. Neck
Blending well into the shoulders, thick but not too short. Head should
be carried well above the spine.
5. Horns
Dexters may be horned or polled. When not disbudded, dehorned or
polled, the horns should be moderately thick with an inward, slightly upward curve. Bulls should not have as much of an upward curve as the
cow. Removal of the horns should not be penalized in the show ring.
6. Body
Breast prominent, chest floor wide, well sprung ribs, wide across
the loin, quarters thick and deep, broad full hips, well rounded fleshy

rump. Straight level topline with the tail set level with the spine. When
viewed from the rear, tail should run straight from the spine. Straight
level underline. Good width between the front and back legs. Legs
should be moderate length, in proportion to body size, squarely placed
under the body, wide apart and perpendicular when viewed from the
rear. Feet should have short toes, be deep heeled, level soled. The
length of the back from shoulder to tail set should be the same or
greater than the height of the animal at the shoulder.
● Cows
Udder should be well attached, high and wide rear attachment,
carried well forward. Teats of medium size, well placed on the udder,
hang plumb and are of equal size. Strong medial suspensory ligament.
● Bulls
Well hung testicles of even size, scrotum long and well away from
the body.
7. Skin
Loose and pliable, hair short and sleek in summer, longer and
thicker in winter.
8. Weight and Size
As dual purpose animals, Dexters should not be overly short and
leggy. Overly short animals cause milking problems and possible mating problems. Leggy animals lose the beefy qualities. Both extremes
should be strongly discouraged.
● Cows
At four years old, cows should not exceed 850 pounds. Height
should be between 36 and 44 inches at the hip.
● Bulls
At four years old, bulls should not exceed 1,100 pounds. Height
should be between 38 and 46 inches at the hip. Overly large and tall
animals or extremely small, short animals are to be strongly discouraged as suitable breeding stock. Dexters in Canada are eligible for
registration in accordance with the rules set out in the Canadian Dexter Cattle Association Constitution.
NOTE: Guidelines are for breeding, selecting and judging purposes.
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CDCA Promotional Items

Apron: White, with eight-inch
screened logo on bib........................... $20
Bag: Unbleached cotton, Dexter
patch.................................................... $10
BBQ Set: 12-piece stainless,
plastic case...................................... $32
Hats: Ball – cotton, black or dun
with Dexter logo................................... $20
Knife: Wood inlay handle, 2¾-inch
blade, in pouch, logo..................................$15

Size

Shipping included in price,
but price may vary.
Please make cheque payable to
Canadian Dexter Cattle Association
T-shirts, sweatshirts and hoodies
available.
To place order, please contact:
Cathy Heinzelman
250-747-3864
nstar@goldcity.net

Advertising Rates

Member

1/8 page
$7.35
1/4 page...................$13.65
1/2 page...................$26.25
Full Page...................$47.25

Non-Member
$14.70
$27.30
$52.50
$94.50
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Business card
Member
1 issue................ $7.35
4 issues.............. $26.25

Non-Member
$14.70
$52.50

Prices include GST
All ads are printed at the discretion of the CDCA Board of Directors
All advertising must be PAID IN ADVANCE

Deadlines for ads: September issue – Aug. 20; December issue – Nov. 20;
March issue – Feb. 20; June issue – May 20

CANADIAN DEXTER CATTLE ASSOCIATION STATISTICS FOR 2010
PROVINCE REGISTRA- TRANSFERS STANDARD ASSOCIATE JUNIOR
TIONS
MEMBERS MEMBERS MEMBERS

B.C.
Alberta
Sask.
Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec
New
Brunswick
P.E.I.
TOTALS

8
51
22
13
39
5

25
43
29
21
54
7

18
15
13
9
35
3

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

1

0

0

0
138

0
179

1
95

0
0

0
0

– Compiled by Canadian Livestock Records Corporation
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Canadian Livestock Records Corporation

CANADIAN DEXTER CATTLE ASSOCIATION
FEE SCHEDULE

Effective June 13, 2009
ADD 13% HST TO ALL FEES FOR RESIDENTS OF NB, NS AND NL
ADD 5% GST TO ALL FEES FOR RESIDENTS OF ALL OTHER PROVINCES

MEMBERSHIP
Annual membership........................................................................................................................................................50.00
Annual membership for a new member or a member rejoining after a lapse of three years or more.............................25.00
Junior membership............................................................................................................................................................5.00
Associate membership (non-resident).............................................................................................................................50.00
REGISTRATION OF ANIMALS: N.B. All male calves must be DNA typed in order to be registered.
Males under 24 months of age........................................................................................................................................20.00
Females under 12 months of age....................................................................................................................................20.00
Males 24 months and over..............................................................................................................................................40.00
Females 12 months and over..........................................................................................................................................40.00
Registration of a Canadian born animal previously registered
in a recognized foreign association (including all transfers)............................................................................................25.00
Registration of a Canadian born animal previously registered
in a recognized foreign association – 10 or more in the same submission (including all transfers)................................15.00
Registration of an imported animal..................................................................................................................................50.00
Registration or transfer of an embryo..............................................................................................................................15.00
Change of name of recorded animal...............................................................................................................................30.00
Registration of a herd name (Prefix)...............................................................................................................................20.00
Registration of tattoo letters............................................................................................................................................20.00
Transfer of a herd name..................................................................................................................................................25.00
Registration of lease........................................................................................................................................................30.00
Transfer of tattoo letters..................................................................................................................................................25.00
Transfer of ownership (live animals)................................................................................................................................25.00
Transfer of ownership of five to 10 animals from same seller to same buyer in same submission................................. 20.00
Transfer of ownership of 11 animals or more from same seller to same buyer in same submission..............................17.50
Each transfer of lease or ownership to wind up an estate or where a parent takes a son or daughter into partnership,
or where a son or daughter enters into partnership with a parent to one of his or her children, or forms an incorporated
company within an immediate family, or where a partnership is dissolved and a transfer made of the partnership
animals to one or more continuing partners, provided there is no financial consideration involved................................12.50
Replacement of lost, destroyed or unobtainable certificates...........................................................................................20.00
New certificates.............................................................................................................................................................. 20.00
Reject fee........................................................................................................................................................................15.00
Rush fee (except for export)............................................................................................................................................15.00
NON-MEMBERS
Fees are double that of members’ fees for all transactions
Subscription to newsletter only........................................................................................................................................ 15.00
IF AN ANIMAL IS SOLD BEFORE BEING REGISTERED, THE REGISTRATION AND EACH
CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP IS CHARGED FOR AT THE REGULAR RATE.
Fees are to be paid by VISA, Master Card or by cheque or money order payable to:
CANADIAN LIVESTOCK RECORDS CORPORATION
2417 HOLLY LANE, OTTAWA, ON K1V 0M7
Telephone. (613)731-7110 Fax (613)731-0704
E-mail: clrc@clrc.ca
Internet: www.clrc.ca

